
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE (The Blunt Ogre) — During the final Presidential debate on Thursday

night, former VP Joe Biden suggested that President Trump could not be an effective dictator.

Trump quickly retorted by saying, “Not true, I mean, I believe in Freedom and I love American

freedom, nobody is more of a champion of American freedom than I am, I mean I’m the guy

that’s always said nobody is better than America, especially when it comes to freedom, because

freedom and America are, you know, the same really, I mean really we’re the same, one in the

same, America and freedom, and American freedom is, really, one in the same and one and the

same, we’re both, it’s best kind of freedom out there, other people think that they have freedom

but once they experience American freedom they realize that ‘woah! I never knew what freedom

actually was!’ but you know I’m not a dictator, but if I was, I would be a far better dictator than

Vladimir Putin, no doubt, I’d be a world-class dictator, the best,” Trump stated during the debate

on Thursday night, however, no one in the audience could hear him because his microphone

was muted.
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Members of the right-wing group

QAnon have suggested that the name

Biden is actually a combination of Bin

and Laden. The group stated that this is

further proof that Biden is indeed part

of a satanic-socialist-leftist-conspiracy-

terrorist organization that promotes

sex-trafficking.

Financial firms are preparing for an end

to law-breaking ahead of a Biden

victory. Many companies are pushing to

quickly change their practices to legal

and ethical as worries mount that Biden

may win the election.

Goldman Sachs is demanding a refund

of roughly $6 million in campaign

contributions after Washington

politicians failed to protect the firm from

being implicated in the 1MDB

Malaysian bribery scandal, which cost

the firm over $7 billion in penalties and

settlement payments.

President Trump credited Obama and

Biden as being his greatest inspiration,

“I ran because of you Joe, I ran

because of Barack Obama. I’m looking

at you now, you’re a politician, I ran

because of you.”

Recent polls suggesting a Biden win

have many Comedians bracing for a

complete and sudden loss of material.
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MOSCOW (The Blunt Ogre) — While previously it was believed that he was a Trump sympathizer,

sources in Russia have confirmed that Edward Snowden indeed called in his mail-in ballot for

Joe Biden, using a hacked smartphone and a phony IP address. In response, Trump said that he

will no longer pardon Snowden, and that his vote "shouldn't count." Read more

Read more
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President Trump insisted that he loves

freedom, but is definitely a better dictator.

The Trump campaign cites a recent lawsuit against Ed Snowden as the reason for the

turncoat turning against them .
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LONDON (The Blunt Ogre) — According to new sources, Julian Assange and his Cat, who lived alongside Assange during his nearly 7 years of

confinement in the Ecuadorian Embassy in London, shared close quarters and slept in the same bed, however, according to new information,

the two apparently shared the same litter box as well. These new reports further claim that the relationship between Assange and the Cat

was largely a public relations stunt, designed to promote Assange’s agenda and that there was a lot of tension between Assange and the

Cat. Sources further confirm that the Ecuadorian government’s decision to end the asylum agreement for Assange was based entirely on the

Cat’s grievances. Assange again made headlines during the 2016 U.S. election for his part in the Hillary Clinton e-mail scandal, and it was

previously reported that he and his cat, known as Embassy Cat, experienced a falling out. The feud between Assange and the cat apparently

began in late 2016, when sources say that Assange refused to provide the cat with slim-fitting ties, as Assange argued that the chunky ties

were cute, however, the cat was adamant that the ties didn’t work with his feline body type. The cat had further requested cufflinks to match

his collar studs, however, Assange refused, stating that “cufflinks were for capitalists and elitists.” Sources also have said that the Cat was

lonely, and had expressed to Assange that he wanted to open a Tinder account. Assange apparently responded to the request by having the

Cat’s testicles removed. Sources inside the embassy say that tensions were further fueled by a disagreement over social media accounts, as

the Cat had reportedly pleaded with Assange to relinquish control of the Twitter and Instagram accounts that were under the cat’s moniker,

Embassy Cat. The socially starved feline argued that in cat years, he was old enough to manage his own social media presence. Witnesses

to the argument also said that the Cat complained about his baby pictures being on Twitter, saying that they were outdated, and further

expressed frustration that his Instagram image was doing little to promote his dream of being a professional mouser. As the situation

continued to escalate, the cat reportedly met in secret with Ecuadorian Ambassador Carlos Abad Ortiz on at least one occasion, and

reportedly also met separately with several key members of Ortiz’s staff. Sources claim that the topic of these meetings was an ongoing

battle that had been raging between Assange and the Cat, regarding the litterbox. Apparently, Assange had been demanding that the cat

clean up after itself, and had actually resorted to smearing his own feces on the walls in an act of defiance for the Cat refusing to do so. The

Cat believed that cleaning the litterbox was entirely the responsibility of Assange, since he was the only one that had opposable thumbs.

Ecuadorian President Lenín Moreno apparently agreed with the Cat and stated publically that Assange had to be responsible for the feline’s

“well-being, food, hygiene, and proper care.” The matter came to a head in late March of 2019 when Assange reportedly learned of the prior

meetings between the cat and embassy officials. Fearful of retaliation from Assange, the cat requested to be removed from the embassy

immediately and requested full immunity in exchange for his testimony against Assange. According to sources, the Cat claimed that Assange

had been working to undermine the Ecuadorian government from inside the embassy, and he further complained that Assange blamed the

Cat for not winning enough people over to his cause of evading rape charges. Days before the cat left the embassy, witnesses reported

hearing the Cat saying to Assange, “you may be the only one with testicles, but I’m the only one in this room with any fucking balls.”
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New information describes a tense situation between Julian Assange and his feline associate.
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